with his working capital six months ago. With declining
reimbursements and major clinics (and pharmacies) syphoning his
business, he had times during the year when it was difficult making
payroll. In addition, his payors were demanding better outcomes,
more preventive care and more focused treatment plans.
Because his bank curtailed his line of credit, he had run
up the balance on two of his major charge cards. This
caused his credit score to drop. This started a spiral
that was greatly magnified by needing better treatment
plans and better outcomes for patients. As he referred
patients to larger facilities to create better outcomes, he
lost control of the patient. His practice was declining.

After an initial fifteen-minute call, a follow up email
and Dr. Adler’s reply, he was on his way to a
healthy cash flow, expansion and money savings
as well. GPA went through his office workflow,
patient population, demographics and some key
questions including a review of documentation, we
presented a plan for his practice success. His
reimbursements would increase dramatically as

DISCOVERY

PROBLEM

CASE STUDY

Dr. Adler, a Primary Care Physician, came to GPA Capital for help

would patient and payor satisfaction.

SOLUTION
As we analyzed the great practice that Dr. Adler had grown for so many years, we were able to bring
him 3 state-of-the-art solutions. After six months with GPA Capital as his financial consultant, he has
received the liquidity needed, increased his net revenue by six figures and implemented a payment
system that saves him and facilitates patients with payment methods.

1.

It made sense to start performing mobile Cardiac & Nerve Conduction Testing for his patients in
“his” office. This gave him the data needed for better treatment plans, required no investment on
his part and enhanced his income by over $100,000 annually.

2.

In our discovery, we saw that Dr. Adler had a substantial amount of accounts receivable. We
could provide him a Financial Facility which provided him the short-term capital he needed to
“get ahead of the curve”.

3.

We also saw that he was paying exorbitantly for merchant services - as well as being out of PCI
compliance. We brought him into complete compliance and implemented Zero-Cost Processing
– adding another $10,000 a year to his net income.
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